
DISH RISING
STARS

ROB 
KARDASHIAN

He and fiancée 
Blac Chyna 

have landed 
their own 

reality show. 

CATE 
BLANCHETT
She’ll make 
her Broadway 
debut in 
Chekhov’s 
long-lost play, 
The Present. 

DIERKS 
BENTLEY

His new 
album, Black, 

debuted at 
No. 1 on the 

iTunes charts. 

Busted! Sources on the set of Ghostbusters 

say that while the cast is working overtime 
to look like BFFs, filming was plagued by 
interpersonal tensions, thanks largely to 
Melissa McCarthy.

“Melissa was a total diva,” snitches a 
source. “She’d require specific food, coffee, 
room temperature, you name it. She was 
always making people wait, and the other 
women got really fed up.” 

Star’s insider reveals that while shooting 
voiceovers — during which Melissa 
demanded to sit on a pillow that was not 

only a specific shape but specific color —
costars Kristen Wiig and Kate McKinnon 
refused to speak to her. 

“And all that frostiness comes through on 
screen — the cast has zero chemistry, and 
the film is already getting bad buzz,” says 
the insider, while Melissa’s rep insists that 
there was a “great deal of love” on the set. 

“Sony needs for this movie to be a hit, 
but the stars, especially Melissa, are being 
real brats about doing promotion. It’s like 
they all realize it’s going to bomb and just 
want to forget it’s happening.” ★

MELISSA’S MAYHEM 

WITH THE 
GHOSTBUSTERS CAST!

 Anna Kendrick didn’t exactly make beautiful music with 
Gwen Stefani while they recorded “Can’t Stop the Feeling” 
with Justin Timberlake. Sources say that the brunette star 
decided she was in charge and spent the session doling out 
“dos and don’t’s” to Grammy-winner Gwen. 

“Anna was so incredibly annoying,” recalls a witness. “She’d 
suggest things Gwen could do to sound better, like change her 
pitch or tone. Gwen stayed professional but just wanted to tell 

her to shut the hell up.” 
The actress and the singer are both 
voicing characters in the upcoming 

animated movie Trolls, and Gwen is 
already dreading having to work 
with Anna to promote the flick. 

“Anna always comes across 
as so bubbly and cute, but she 
doesn’t have a filter,” adds the 
insider. “Sometimes she doesn’t 

think before she speaks, and 
that got on Gwen’s nerves.” 

So much for being pitch-
perfect...★

 OFF-KEY! 

ANNA & GWEN HIT A SOUR NOTE! 
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Psst! 
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Emily & John

PREGNANCY PANIC

GWEN Stefani and Blake Shelton can’t stop, won’t stop oversharing on social 
media — Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat, oh my — but Miranda Lambert 
thinks it sure would be cool if they did. “I really believe in leaving some 

mystery,” the country singer’s ex-wife, 33, explained when asked about social media 
PDA. “I don’t need to know what everybody’s doing all the time.” (Just to put things 
in perspective, Miranda has only shared two photos of her new man, Anderson 
East, whereas Gwen, 46, has posted nearly 25 pictures of Blake, 40.) “Miranda was 
definitely throwing a little shade Blake and Gwen’s way,” a source confirms to Star. 
“She thinks it’s nauseating the way they go on and on about each other online.” That 
said, sometimes curiosity does get the best of Miranda. “She is, after all, still following 
both Blake and Gwen on Twitter,” adds the source. “It hurts her to see them so happy, 
but she can’t help but stalk.” Maybe it’s time to Go Ahead and... unfollow! ★

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious! Mary 
Poppins Returns star Emily Blunt and her 
husband, John Krasinski, put their $8 million 
Hollywood Hills manse on the market 
in January, after learning she was 
pregnant with their second child. The 
only problem? There hasn’t been a 
single bite — and that baby is well on 
its way. “Emily and John love L.A., but 
they want to raise their kids back 
East, in Massachusetts, where he 
grew up,” dishes a pal, adding 
that John, 36, and Emily, 33, 
just slashed the asking price 
on their six-bedroom home 
by half a million dollars in a 
desperate bid to lure buyers. 
“Emily thought they’d 
have everything squared 
away before her due date, 
so it’s been stressful,” 
adds the source. “This is 
the last thing she wanted 
to be dealing with so late 
into her pregnancy.” ★

Kate’s

SHOTS FIRED!
MIRANDA SLAMS 
BLAKE & GWEN

GIRL IN
TOWN?


